Abstract. This paper aims at describing the way Flow machinery may be used in order to deal with Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problems (RCPSP). In order to do it, it first introduces the Timed Flow Polyhedron related to a RCPSP instance. Next it states several structural results related to connectivity and to cut management. It keeps on with a description of the way this framework gives rise to a generic Insertion operator, which enables programmers to design greedy and local search algorithms. It ends with numerical experiments.
Introduction
Dealing with Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problems (RCPSP: see [10, 12, 20, 21, 41, 50] ) means scheduling a set of tasks, which is submitted to temporal and cumulative resource constraints, in such a way that the induced Makespan value be the smallest possible. This problem, which can be viewed as an extension of the Multiprocessor Scheduling Problem (see [9, 39, 66, 69, 70] ), is one of the problems which have been the most widely studied in Scheduling Theory: it may be related to many practical applications which involve industrial activity planning (see [12, 15, 42, 72] ); at the same time, its theoretical analysis requires the use of sophisticated mathematical tools like linear programming, quadratic programming, and also of combinatorial tools like partially ordered sets dence relations. This link between the RCPSP and Network Flow Theory has been used in order to get ILP formulations of the RCPSP, as well as some specific heuristics: for example [37] proposed flow-based local search operators while [6, 7] proposed a flow-based insertion mechanism. Briand [17] proposed a schedule generation scheme using the operator insertion designed by Artigues. Still, few works have explicitly involved the network flow machinery in the design of algorithms. So, our goal is to make appear the way this link may help in designing fast and efficient generic methods, i.e., methods which are going not to require too much implementation effort and which will easily reused in case of context changes. We are first going to recall and formalize the way RCPSP may be cast into the Network Flow framework, while introducing the Flow Polyhedron Vertex Subset related to a RCPSP instance. Next, we shall state several structural results about the connectivity of this vertex subset and about cut management. Finally, we shall derive from this theoretical work a generic insertion mechanism, close to the insertion mechanisms which were proposed in [6, 7] , and which will be used in order to design greedy and local search randomized algorithms.
Network and Multi-Commodity Flow related
to a RCPSP Instance
The Standard Non-Preemptive RCPSP Problem

An instance I = (V , K, R, r, d, ) of the standard Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP) is defined by:
• a set V of non pre-emptive activities: every activity v in V is endowed with some duration d v > 0 and must be run without any interruption during some time window with length d v ; • a binary no circuit precedence relation , which is defined on the set V : v w means that the activity v must be finished before the activity w starts;
• a finite renewable resource set K: the initial available amount of resource k ∈ K is given by the component R k of the resource vector R = (R k , k ∈ K); during the whole time it is run, activity v requires a r k,v amount of resource k to be available, and forbids any other activity to use this amount of resource k. Once it is over, activity v gives this resource back to the system. Any V-indexed time vector T which is feasible for the above Resource and Precedence constraints is called a feasible RCPSP schedule for the activity set V .
Linking Network Flows with RCPSP: Timed Flows
Recall: Network Flows and Multi-commodity Flows
Given a network G = (Z, E), i.e. an oriented graph with node (vertex) set Z and arc set E, together with a Q-valued function φ defined on the node set Z, we say that a Q-valued E-indexed vector f is a φ-flow vector iff:
z is the origin of e f e = z is the destination of e f e = φ(z) (Extended Kirshoff Law)
If I is some commodity set, if φ = (φ(i), i ∈ I) is a commodity function, i.e., if every φ(i), i ∈ I, is a Q-valued function defined on the node set Z, then we call φ-multi-commodity flow vector any collection f = (f (i), i ∈ I), where every f (i), i ∈ I, is a φ(i)-flow vector.
The Activity Network related to a RCPSP instance
Let us consider now a RCPSP instance I = (V , K, R, r, d, ). We associate with I the Activity Network N (V ) = (V * , E * ) by introducing two auxiliary nodes Start and End, and by setting: 
Associating a r * -multi-commodity flow vector with a feasible solution T of the RCPSP instance I
Let us suppose now that T is some feasible solution of this RCPSP instance, and let us denote by Δ the Makespan value of T . Following [6, 7] , using for instance a geometrical representation of the schedule T (Gantt Chart) and proceeding by induction on the starting time T (v), v ∈ V , one may easily derive from T a multi-commodity flow vector F = (F (k), k ∈ K), which is defined on the Activity Network N (V ), and which is such that, for any k in K:
* -multi-commodity flow, which may be viewed as transporting the resources k ∈ K, from the source Start to the end-node End, while providing the activities v ∈ V with the resources they require. We may identify the support arc subset E(F , ) of F by setting: Figure 1 shows an example of a Gantt chart which gives rise to an ad hoc flow representation related to the instance described in Table 1 . The Gantt chart represents any activity x as a rectangle of length (respectively height) equal to the duration (respectively resource consumption) of x. For example activity 3 has a duration d 3 = 1 and needs 2 units of resource. The flow representation underlines the exchange of resources between activities. Resource requirement Predecessors  1  2  2  -2  1  1  1  3  1  2  -4  3  1  -5  2  2 3 
Timed Flows
Also, if we extend the time vector T to V ∪ {Start, End } by setting:
then, for any arc e = (v, w) in the arc set E * of N (V ), the following implication becomes true: The Flow framework provides programmers with a tool for the design of generic algorithmic schemes, which is, sometimes, better-fitted than the very general ILP framework. The above Reformulation scheme open the way to the use of the flow machinery in the design of RCPSP algorithms.
A Connectivity Theorem
The aim of this section is to set a theoretical basis for the management of RCPSP problems through the use of Flow algorithms: though flow RCPSP representations were already used in the past, it was always according to an empirical approach. More specifically, part of the efficiency of the algorithmic network flow machinery derives from the structural properties of the network flow polyhedron: as a matter of fact, most flow algorithms may be viewed as primal-dual versions of the Simplex algorithm, and running those algorithms may be viewed as performing some walk on the vertex set of this network flow polyhedron. Thus, one may ask in a natural way about the structural properties of the subset of the network flow polyhedron node set which is defined by no circuit r * -flow vectors.
The No Circuit r * -Flow Polyhedral Vertex Set related to the RCPSP instance I
The set of all r * -multi-commodity flow vectors F 0 defined on the Activity Network N (V ) defines a bounded polyhedron, which we denote by P r * . It is known that such a r * -multi-commodity flow vector F is a vertex of P r * if and only if it contains no non null alternated cycle, that means no cycle (v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v n = v 0 ) such that:
• n is even and all the nodes v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v n−1 are distinct (the cycle is elementary);
• there exists k ∈ K such that:
We denote by S r * the vertex set of this polyhedron. It is known that S r * is endowed with a canonical adjacency relation R, which corresponds to the moves which are performed by the Simplex Algorithm when running a linear program on a constraint set defined by S r * . This adjacency relation R may be characterized as follows:
• let Γ be some even elementary cycle
we define the alternated cycle flow related to Γ as the flow vector f Γ which is defined by:
• F , F in S r * are R-adjacent if there exists some resource k 0 ∈ K, some even elementary cycle Γ and some number λ 0, such that we have:
In such a case, the value λ is unique, and we also say that F derives from F through redirection of F(k) on the cycle Γ . It comes from Linear Programming Theory that the vertex set S r * of the polyhedron P r * is connected for this non oriented adjacency relation R. Redirection processes and search into the vertex set S r * are at the core of the classical Network Flow algorithmic framework. Clearly, casting RCPSP into this framework mean that we intend to perform thoses processes. Since we are required to deal with no circuit r * -multi-commodity flows, we are led in a natural way to investigate whether restricting the Redirection scheme to the specific vertices of P r * which define no circuit r * -multi-commodity flow vectors maintains this connectivity property. In order to do it, we denote by SN r * the restriction of S r * to the no circuit r 
Proof.
Let us first define a linear r * -multi-commodity-flow vector as being a no circuit r * -multi-commodity-flow vector F 0 which is such that the transitive extension of the support arc set E(F , ) is linear. So we denote by SN L r * the subset of SN r * which is made with linear r * -multi-commodity-flow vectors. If σ is some linear ordering of V ∪ {Start, End }, which is compatible with , we denote by SN r * (σ) the subset of SN r * which corresponds to the case when σ may be viewed as a linear extension of the transitive extension of E(F, ). We first state: 
In order to prove (P2), let us consider two linear r * -multi-commodity-flow vectors F and F such that F is in SN r * (σ) and F is in SN r * (τ ), with σ = τ . Because of (P3) and Lemma 1, we may choose F in such a way that for any k ∈ K, and for any v, w ∈ V ∪ {Start, End }, such that w is the successor of v according to σ, v sends a non null F (k) value to w (it is easy to check the existence of an element of SN r * (σ) which satisfies this property). Since σ = τ , there must exist v, w, consecutive according to σ, such that w τ v, and we may choose v in such a way that it is the smallest possible with this property according to σ. Let us denote by u and t respectively the predecessor of v and the successor of w according to σ. For any k, we have F (k) (u,v) = 0 and F (k) (w,t) = 0.
Let us consider now some resource k, together with the following subsets X and Y of V ∪ {Start, End }, and the following flow amounts Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 , Q 4 :
• Y = {y such that wσy}; • Q 1 = flow F (k) amount which starts from X and which arrives into w; • Q 2 = flow F (k) amount which starts from v and which arrives into Y ; • Q 3 = flow F (k) amount which starts from X and which arrives into Y ;
We see that: (P4)
By combining those equalities (P4) with the inequality r k,v + r k,w R k and with the relation F (k) (v,w) = 0, we get that Q 3 must be non null, which means that there must exist x in X and y in Y such that F (k) (x,y) = 0. So we may redirect F (k) on the cycle Γ = (x, w, v, y, x). By repeating this process as long as F (v,w) = 0 we can make in such a way that F (v,w) = 0.
Once it has been done, we still have F (k) (u,v) = 0 and F (k) (w,t) = 0, for any k in K. According to the previous process, there must exist, for any k in K, a node x in X and a node y in Y such that F (k) (x,w) = 0 and F (k) (v,y) = 0. In case x = u, we redirect F (k) on the cycle Γ = (u, w, x, v, u) . By the same way, in case y = w, we redirect F (k) on the cycle Γ = (v, t, w, y, v). Then we get that F (k) (u,w) = 0 and F (k) (v,t) = 0. We end the process by considering x which provides a F (k) flow amount to v, y which receives F (k) flow amount from w, and by redirecting F (k) on the cycle Γ = (w, v, x , y , w). At this time, F becomes a linear element of the set SN r * (σ ), related to the linear ordering σ' which derives from σ by permuting v and w. We easily conclude by induction on the number of permutations which make possible turning σ into τ . End-Lemma.
Clearly, combining both previous lemmas allows us to conclude to the Rconnectivity of SN r * in the case when, for every activity v in V and every resource k in K, the quantity r k,v is non null.
In order to get our result in the general case, we use a trick which involves topology. Let δ > 0 be a small positive number. For every activity v and any resource k, such that r k,v = 0, we replace r k,v by δ, and
We denote by S δ r * and SN δ r * the respective related polyhedron vertex sets and by R δ the related adjacency relation. It comes from above that SN δ r * is connected for the relation R δ . Also, we see that if F is some vertex in SN r * , then the r * -multi-commodity-flow vector F δ defined by:
• for any v and any k such that
is no circuit and does not admit any non null alternated cycle, and thus is in SN δ r * . Let us now consider two r * -multi-commodity-flow vectors F and H in SN r * . F δ and H δ can be connected by a path 
Γδ,i , where f Γδ,I is the alternated cycle flow which derives from Γ δ i . Since V is finite, a compacity argument allows us to suppose that:
• λ δi converges to some coefficient λ i when δ converges to 0.
Then it becomes easy to deduce a sequence γ = (
Every F i defined this way is clearly no circuit. Also, it does not contain any non null alternated cycle. We deduce that γ defines a R path from F to H in SN r * . End-Theorem. then we notice that there exist only two related timed flows F and H, respectively defined by:
But we also see that the difference of those two timed flows is not the multiple of any alternated cycle flow. Figure 2 illustrates the timed flow F while 3 illustrates timed flow H.
The Match-Flow and Insertion-Flow Problems
As we told it inside the previous section, the main motivation for introducing the Timed Flow formalism is provided by the prospect of applying ad hoc network flow algorithmic tools to RCPSP instances. So the current Section 3 is going to be devoted to the description of those basic algorithmic components which will be used in Section 4 in order to derive flow algorithms for RCPSP.
The algorithms which will be described in Section 4 works while performing insertion/removal processes which may be compared with those which have been proposed in [6, 7] : the basic difference lays upon the fact that every time the insertion/removal of some activity is performed, it involves the resolution of a specific Insertion Flow sub-problem related to a Cut of the currently inserted activity set; so, the related resolution process updates all the flow values which express the flow transportation between both sides of this Cut, and may be viewed as an implementation of the Connectivity Theorem of Section 2. More precisely, at any time during the process of some RCPSP instance I = (V , K, R, r, d, ), we are provided with some Inserted Activity subset W of V , with a no circuit r * -multi-commodity flow vector F defined on the Activity Network N (W ), and with two positive (or null) Q-valued time vectors T and T * , both with indexation on W * , in such a way that, for any v in W : (P5) Clearly, this pair (F , T ) defines a timed (r * , d * )-flow. Then, performing an Insertion means picking up some activity v 0 which is not in W , and turning (F , T ), through some local computation process, into a convenient timed (r * , d * )-flow defined on the Activity Network N (W ∪ {v 0 }). The related insertion mechanism involves a Cut, i.e. a partition of W into two subsets U and W − U , such that no flow amount goes from to (W − U ) ∪ {End } to U ∪ {Start }: therefore, the insertion process makes v 0 receive flow values from U ∪ {Start } and give them back to (W − U ) ∪ {End }. Performing a Removal means reversing this operation. In order to explain those mechanisms in an accurate way, we shall introduce (next subsections) the notions of Match Flow and Insertion Flow. Meanwhile, we may illustrate the general insertion/removal mechanism on the instance described in Table 1 through the drawings of Figure 4 which represents a partial solution with 4 activities and a cut (U = {1, 3}, W − U = {2, 4}): the aim is to insert activity v 0 = 5 (with d 5 = 2 and r 5 = 2) into this cut. The resultant flow is given in Figure 5 .
The Match-Flow Problem
Match Flows
Let (X, E) be some bipartite graph, X = A ∪ B be a partition of X into two disjoint independent sets, Π, Π * be two positive (or null) Q-valued functions, with respective domains A and B. We also suppose that we are provided with two Then we say that a Q-valued vector G = (G x,y 0, x ∈ A, y ∈ B) 0, defines a match flow vector related to those data iff:
For such a match flow vector G, we set: two Q-valued vectors T and T * , defined as in (P5) and both with indexation on
e. a partition of W into two subsets U and W − U , such that no flow amount goes from to (W − U ) ∪ {End } to U ∪ {Start }, and if k ∈ K is some resource, then optimizing the flow values 
The following No Cross property is going to provide us with a sufficient optimality condition for the Match Flow problem: G satisfies the no cross property if there does not exist x, x ∈ A, y, y ∈ B, such that: Proof. Let us consider some match flow vector G, related to the above data and which satisfies the no cross property, and let us assume that there exists an other match flow vector H, related to the same data, and which is such that larger than Sup x∈A,y∈B such that (x,y)∈E (Π(x) + Π * (y)). So there must exist x ∈ A, y ∈ B, such that:
M-Makespan(H) < M-Makespan(G). Clearly, the value M-Makespan(G) must be
The difference G − H induces the existence of some elementary cycle Γ = (x 0 , y 0 , x 1 , y 1 , . . . , x n = x 0 ) such that: Fig. 6 for an example with n = 3). 
Computational complexity of the Match-Flow procedure The while loop has a complexity O(|A|+|B|). The computation of the 2 linear orderings at the beginning of the procedure has a complexity O(|A|log|A|+ |B|log|B|) since sorting p numbers can be performed in O(p.log(p)). Nevertheless let us notice that in practice the computation of the linear orderings of A and B is performed in an incremental way, which means that the computational costs related to the sorting of A and B has not to be taken into account. Moreover, if we think into the way the Match-Flow algorithm is going to be used in order to deal with a RCPSP instance I = (V , K, R, r, d, ) , we see that cardinalities of A and B are usually going to be much smaller than the total number of activities |V |. As a matter of fact, those cardinalities will most often remain bounded, or increase in a logarithmic way as a function of |V |. This means that, practically, it will be possible to consider the running time induced by a Match-Flow call inside our global RCPSP resolution process as bounded by some constant number or by some Log(|V |) term.
If we link this Match Flow problem with the insertion of some activity v 0 into some timed (r * , d * )-flow through some Cut W = A ∪ B, as previously explained, it comes that we should be interested, when dealing with the Match Flow problem, in making the resulting match flow G be, the most often possible, null on the arcs which are not in E. In order to put this in a formal way, we denote by E C the set A.B − E, and we order the set E C by first computing 2 linear orderings Π and Π * of A and B, respectively compatible with increasing values Π(v) and decreasing values Π * (v), and by next setting:
or Π (x)+ Π * (y)= Π x + Π * y and x = x and y Π * y .
It is possible to associate with this linear ordering σ of E C a lexicographic ordering Lex(σ) which is defined on the E C -indexed vectors by:
The meaning of this lexicographic ordering σ is that the highest is some arc (x,y) according to the σ hierarchy, the less we want it to support non null match flow value G x,y . This leads us to deal with the following problem, which expresses the fact that we are going to compute the Match Flow G in such a way that it minimizes the M-Makespan value while involving, as much as possible, support arcs which either are in E or are low ranked according to the σ linear ordering: In order to deal with this problem, we only need to apply the following algorithm, which iteratively minimizes (through the Redirection procedure below) the flow value G on the arcs of E C , while dealing first with those which are the highest according to the σ hierarchy:
Lexicographic-Match-Flow Procedure Apply the Match-Flow Procedure, while considering that Π and Π * , of this procedure are provided as part of the input of the Lexicographic Match Flow Problem: let G be the resulting match flow ; 
Computational complexity of the Lexicographic-Match-Flow procedure
The theoretical complexity of the Lexicographic-Match-Flow procedure is quite high: the main loop can have up to |A| * |B| iterations; the Search instruction of the redirection process is in O(|A|+|B|) (it is a simple path search in a graph); the while loop of the redirection procedure has the same complexity as an algorithm for a maximum flow problem: O(|A|*|B|). The global complexity is then O(((|A|*|B|)
2 ) *(|A|+|B|)). Still, one checks that in practice the 2 while loops terminate very quickly. Also, if we think into our RCPSP application context, we should take into account that the cardinalities of A and B tend to be almost constant as |V | increases.
Match Multi-Commodity Flows
We consider now the same problem as above, while trying to deal with a whole resource set H. That means that Out and In are Q-valued functions with respective domains H.A and H.B, where H is a resource set. It comes that, for any h ∈ H, Out(h) and In(h) respectively denote Q-valued functions with domains A and B. Thus, the match flow vector G becomes a match multi-commodity flow vector G = (G(h), h ∈ H), and related Match Multi-Commodity Flow Problems may be defined in a natural way. The simple Match Flow problem may be handled through independent applications of the Match-Flow procedure to the various components of G. If we want to make G be the most often possible null outside the arc set E, we must proceed in such a way that, when we deal with the computation of some flow vector G(h 0 ), once flow vectors G(h), h ∈ H have already been computed, the flow value G x,y be the most possible null outside the arcs (x, y) which support the flow vectors G(h), h ∈ H. That means that we must adapt the Lexicographic-Match-Flow Procedure in the following way:
The Insertion Flow Problem
Insertion Flows
Since our ultimate goal is to provide an insertion flow mechanism in order to deal with timed (r * , d * )-flows, we are led in a natural way to introduce a notion Insertion Flow. We say that an oriented graph N = (X, E) is almost-bipartite, if there exists some node z 0 in X such that the restriction of N to X -{z 0 } is bipartite, which means that X -{z 0 } may be written as the disjoint union X- • for any x in A, Out(x) = y∈B∪{z0} G x,y ;
• for any y in B, In(y) = x∈A∪{z0} G x,y ;
For such an Insertion Flow vector G, we set:
• Makespan1 (G) = Sup x∈A, y∈B such that (x,y)∈E or Gx,y =0 (Π(x) + Π * (y)); • Makespan2 (G) = Sup x∈A, y∈B such that ((x,z0)∈E or Gx,z0 =0) and ((z0,y)∈E or Gz0,y =0)
This definition leads us to set the following Insertion-Flow Problem:
The Insertion-Flow Problem: {Given (X, E), z 0 , A, B 
means solving an Insertion Flow instance defined by:
Remark: Feasibility of the Insertion-flow Problem
According to this interpretation, we understand that the Insertion-Flow problem has always a solution since:
• the number x∈A Out(x) of resources given by A is equal to the number y∈B In(y) of resources required by B and is at least equal to the number ρ of resources which are required by task z 0 ;
• the arcs in E are related to precedence relations between the activities of A and the activities of B ∪ {z 0 } or between z 0 and the activities of B (there is precedence relation neither from B to A nor from B to z 0 ).
It comes that a disjunction relationship between an activity x in A (B) and z 0 (which derives from the fact that the sum of the resources required by those 2 activities is more than R = x∈A Out(x) means that the activity x will have to give (receive) some resources to (from) z 0 and so, that x will precede (succeed) z 0 in the resulting schedule. In order to deal with this Insertion Flow problem, we first build (pre-treatment) 2 linear orderings Π , Π * , of A and B, respectively compatible with increasing values of Π and with decreasing values of Π * . Next, we notice that our Insertion Flow problem is resolved once we have identified the Attachment Node u, i.e. the node x ∈ A, such that:
• G u,z0 = 0; • For any x ∈ A such that: u Π x then we have: G x,z0 = 0.
As a matter of fact, if the attachment node u is known, we may compute the values G x,z0 , x ∈ A, through an Attach Procedure, in such a way that: (P6)
• if x and x are such that: x Π x ( Π = )u and G x ,z0 = 0, then we have:
• for any x such that: u Π x then we have:
The procedure Attach is entirely determined by (P6), and consequently modifies the values Out(x), x ∈ A. Once Attach(u) has been performed, we only need to add z 0 to the set A and to apply the Match-Flow procedure in a convenient way, in order to get an Insertion Flow. This may be summarized through the following Try-Insertion algorithm:
Try-Insertion Procedure
Input: u (a node of A) Attach(u); Extend Π, Out and Π to A ∪ {z 0 }, in such a way that: As for the search for a convenient attachment node u, we handle it in an exhaustive way by scanning what we call the relevant subset A E,z0 of A, and which is defined by:
A E,z0 = {x ∈ A, such that:
• there does not exist x ∈ A, such that x Π x and (x , z 0 ) ∈ E;
That means that our Insertion-Flow problem may be handled through the following Insertion Procedure: Proof. In order to prove this statement, we first need to check that if we consider some feasible solution G of the Insertion Flow Problem, and if we set: u = Largest, according to the ordering Π , element x ∈ A, such that (x, z 0 ) ∈ E or G x,z0 = 0, then it is possible to modify G in such a way that we end getting the (P6) property related to u, without making us lose the feasibility of G and without deteriorating I-Makespan(G). Clearly, once the (P6) property will be satisfied by u and G, u will be the attachment node, and also that u will belong to the relevant subset A E,z0 . In order to do it, we suppose that u and G do not satisfy (P6) and we consider for instance x, x in A, such that:
Then we choose y ∈ B, such that G x,y = 0, and we apply to G the following flow redirection process:
Clearly, applying this redirection process makes G get closer to the (P6) property while maintaining it as a feasible solution of the Insertion Flow Problem. Also, we notice that the value I-Makespan(G) has not increased. Thus, if G is an optimal solution of the Insertion Flow Problem, we may turn it into an optimal solution G which satisfies (P6).
Concluding the proof is easy, since Theorem 3.1 tells us that we may next deduce, through application of the Match-Flow Procedure, an Insertion Flow G which fits the statement of Theorem 3.3 and which is such that I-Makespan(G ) I-Makespan(G ). End-Theorem.
Insertion Multi-Commodity Flows
The above Insertion algorithmic scheme can be easily adapted to the case of multi-commodity flow vectors. We only need to notice that the same attachment node may be used for all the Insertion Flow vectors G(h), h ∈ H, H being the commodity set, and that this node needs to be in the above defined subset A E,z0 of A. Also, if part of the goal is to make in such a way that the number of arcs in E C which carry non null multi-commodity flow values be the smallest possible, it is possible to derive a MF-Lex-Insertion Procedure (u: u is a node of the subset A E,z0 of A) from the Lexicographic-Match-Flow procedure which we just previously described.
Difference between our insertion mechanism and Artigues et al. one
As told at the beginning of part 3, our algorithms may be compared with those which have been proposed in [6, 7] : the basic difference lays upon the fact that every time the insertion of some activity is performed, it involves the resolution of a specific Insertion Flow sub-problem related to a Cut of the currently inserted activity set; so, the related resolution process updates all the flow values which express the flow transportation between both sides of this Cut, while in Artigues et al. proposal, the insertion process does not involve any Cut, but a specific arc subset E: part of the flow which runs along an arc [x, y] of E is redirected along the arcs [x, z 0 ] and [z 0 , y] in order to first provide with resource coming from x, before giving back this resource to y.
This main difference between the two methods is highlighted in the following Figures 7 and 8 related to the instance described in Table 2 : activity 7 is to be inserted into the cut (1,2,3)/(4,5,6). The initial flow (before insertion of activity 7) is given by the Figure 7a . Figure 7b shows the flow after the insertion of the activity 7 using the mechanism proposed in [7] while Figure 7c shows the flow after the insertion of the activity 7 using our method. In the two figures, the new (or changed) flows are in dot line and the Gantt charts associated to each solution are shown in Figure 8 . We see that our method, which allows to change all the flow in the cut, leads to a new makespan of 10 while [7] method leads to a new makespan of 12. (1,2,3 )/(4,5,6) using the mechanism proposed in [7] -(c) Insertion of activity 7 in the cut (1,2,3 )/(4,5,6) using our mechanism. Then it randomly picks up some activity v 0 in V − W , and it "inserts" it into the timed (r * , d * )-flow (F , T ), i.e. it turns F into a convenient no circuit r * -multicommodity flow defined on the Activity Network N (W ∪ {v 0 }). That means that it selects a Cut of (W , F ), that means some subset U of W such that: (P7)
• for any v in U , and any v in W such that (v v or F (v ,v) = 0), we have v ∈ U ; Figure 9 . Successive insertion of activities related to the instance of Table 3 .
• for any v ∈ W , such that v T r ( )v 0 , we have v ∈ U , and for any v ∈ W , such that v 0 T r ( )v, we have v ∈ W − U .
For such a well-chosen Cut U , it sets: (P8)
This construction makes possible the call to the MF-Insertion and the MFLex-Insertion Procedures we just described in 3.2, which yield an Insertion Multi-commodity-flow vector G. Then RCPSP-Greedy-Flow updates the timed (r * , d * )-flow (F , Π) by setting: (P9) E(F , ) . Clearly, the definition of a Cut (property (P7)) keeps the arc set E(F , ) from defining any circuit, and (F , T ) remains a timed (r * , d * )-flow. The Figure 9 shows a full example: we consider an instance with 3 activities and 2 resources and without precedence constraint (see Tab. 3). First resource has a capacity 4 and second resource has a capacity 6.
Searching for a best Cut U in the general sense seems to be a difficult problem. As a matter of fact, we may state: 
Proof
Let us consider the following situation, which provides us with an input for the Insertion Cut Problem: Figure 10 . Left: timed flow for 6 activities with duration 1, the optimal cut for insertion of v 0 is shown in dotted line -Center: Gantt chart which represents the timed flow left -Right: Gantt chart after insertion of v 0 in the cut.
• there is only one resource (so we set r k,x = r x ) and R k = R, for the unique k in K;
is the empty relation; for any
The current flow F must be the trivial flow defined by: for any v in W , F (Start,v) = r v = F (v,End) , which induces a Makespan value equal to 1. Clearly, determining whether the optimal value of the Insertion Cut instance is equal ( ) to 2 means solving an instance of the 2-Partition problem (see Fig. 10 ). End-Theorem.
Still, if we consider now some node v of W ∪ {End }, such that:
• for any w ∈ W , such that w T r ( ) v 0 we have w T v; • for any w ∈ W , such that v 0 T r ( ) w we have v T w or w = v, then we may associate with v, in a natural way, a Cut Cut (v), by setting: Cut (v) = {v ∈ W such that v T v}. While searching for a best Cut U in the general sense is a difficult problem, we can easily scan the list T and choose v 1 in such a way that an application of the MF-Insertion Procedure to U 1 = Cut (v 1 ) in the sense of (P8) and (P9) yields the best possible Makespan value. So, our first RCPSPGreedy-Flow algorithm works this way, by applying the MF-Insertion procedure to a well-chosen Cut Cut (v 1 ) as it has just been told, by next updating T , T * , T and T * , and by keeping on with the insertion process until all activities have been inserted. The whole process may be summarized as follows: (I2) 
RCPSP-Greedy-Flow Algorithm
• X = W ∪ {Start, End, v 0 }; A = Cut (v 1 ) ∪ {Start }; B = X -A -{v 0 }; z 0 = v 0 ; d = d v0 ; H = K; for any k in K, ρ(k) = r k,z0 ; • E = {(x, y), x ∈ A ∪ {v 0 }, y ∈ B ∪ {v 0 }, such that x T r ( ) y }; • Out defined by: for any x in Cut (v 1 ) ∪ {Start }, any k in K, Out(k, x) = y∈B F (k) x,y ; • In defined by: for any y in X -(Cut (v 1 ) ∪ {Start, z 0 }), any k in K, In(k, y) = x∈AF (k) x,y ; • for any x in A= Cut (v 1 ) ∪ {Start }, Π(x) = T x + d x (with d(Start ) = 0); • for any x in B, Π * (x) = T * x ; • Π = T ; Π * = T * ;in K, v in Cut (v 1 ) ∪ {Start, v 0 }, w in (W -Cut (v 1 )) ∪ {End, v 0 }: F (k) v,w = G(k) v,w ; For any v ∈ W ∪ {Start, End, v 0 }, update T v (T * v )
A Local Search Algorithm
The above Packet-Insertion operator gives rise in a generic way to a local search operator. The idea is that, once we are endowed with a timed (r * , d * )-flow (F , T ) defined on the activity set V , we may pick up some (small) subset S of V , take it away from V (which means reversing the insertion process) and, next, come back to inserting the activities of S into the pair (F , T ). In order to describe this operator in a more accurate way, we need to introduce the Reverse-Insertion process. This process operates on an activity subset W ⊆ V , and on a timed (r * , d * )-flow (F , T ). It takes some activity v in W as a parameter and it proceeds as follows:
Reverse-Insertion Procedure
Input: v 0 Compute T * , as well as 2 linear ordering T and T * , respectively compatible with T and T * values;
Apply the MF-Lexicographic-Match-Flow procedure while considering that:
• for any
This elementary process may be extended into a more general Packet-ReverseInsertion procedure, which deals with an activity subset S ⊆ V , and which removes it from a timed (r * Clearly, the basic instruction is here the (I3) instruction. We tried the following approaches:
• crit-path strategy: S is the activity subset defined by a critical path; • antichain strategy: S is the activity subset S(t) defined by the activities which are simultaneously run at some instant t, according to the schedule defined by the current vector T . Several strategies have been tested to choose a "good" date t: for example the date at which the resources are the less used or at which there are the less activities in parallel. The strategy which provides us with the best results was to choose the date t randomly.
Remark: is a "good" insertion order likely to produce an optimal solution?
One may ask in a natural way if there always exist, for a given RCPSP instance I = (V , K, R, r, d, ) , some insertion order σ of V , such that performing the RCPSP-Greedy-Flow process while picking up the tasks of V according to σ yields an optimal solution. Intuitively, one feels that this should be true. Unfortunately, we were not able to prove it, and solving this open question may happen to be difficult. Actually, it would be sufficient, in order to do it, to prove that if some timed-flow (F , T ) is an optimal solution of I, then it is possible to choose an activity v in such a way that applying the Packet-Reverse-Insertion procedure with S={v} leads to an optimal solution for the restriction of I to V -{v}.
Numerical Tests
Results about RCPSP-Flow and RCPSP-LS-Flow procedures
We performed our experiments, on PC AMD opteron 2.1 GHz, while using gcc 4.1 compiler. We tried several instance packages, all of them obtained from the PSPLIB test bed, and, for every package, we tried both Monte-Carlo-RCPSPGreedy-Flow and procedure with several distinct values of the parameter I. For every instance package, we kept memory of the following quantities: The following table provides us with average results for the RCPSP-GreedyFlow and RCPSP-LS-Flow Procedures, related to the PSPLIB packages respectively defined by the 480 instances of 30 jobs, by the 480 instances of 60 jobs and by the 600 instances of 120 jobs. The next table provides us with average results for the RCPSP-LS-Flow Procedure, related to the same PSPLIB packages. N-Rep means the replication number of the GRASP RCPSP-LS-Flow scheme. The value Up denotes the improvement which was due to the local search process in relation to the initialization through RCPSP-Greedy-Flow.
Comment: those results seem to be very satisfactory, taken into account the simplicity and the generic features of those algorithms which derive from our Timed Flow framework. Also, one may notice the good behaviour of the generic local search operator Transform-Insertion. In order to confirm this feeling we have performed a full comparison with the best known methods of literature which is described in the following section.
Comparison with other methods of literature
We propose in this part to give the performances of our heuristic according to evaluation method proposed by Kolish and Hartmann [49] . They rank heuristics from literature comparing the best solution obtained through a same number of schedules evaluations. Table 6 shows the gap to the optimal solution for the j30 instances and to the trivial lower bound for the j60 and j120 instances for 1000, Comment: We notice that our algorithm provide us with some of the best available results, not too far behind GA, TS-path relinking of [52] , Scatter Search FBI of [35] , GA FBI of [78] and GA-forward/Backward of [5] .
Results about structural properties of the instances
We also performed a more detailed experiment, while trying to make appear the way structural properties of the instances may eventually impact the behaviour of the algorithm. In order to do it, we started by classifying those instances according to several indicators:
-RESOURCE-RELAX : gap between reference makespan and trivial makespan (the makespan which is induced by the relaxation of the resource constraint); -RESOURCE-TYPE : average quantity of resource type required by jobs; -PARALLEL-MEAN : average number of parallel jobs per instance related to an optimal solution; -PARALLEL-MAX : maximum number of parallel jobs per instance related to an optimal solution;
In the case of the 25 packages j301..j305..j341..j345 which allow us to decompose the 30 job instances of the PSPLIB library into 10 instance packages, it yielded the following Table 7 :
Then we applied to those instances the RCPSP-Greedy-Flow Procedure, Monte-Carlo Scheme, while considering with N-Rep = 1000, and we got the following Table 8 : Comment: it is interesting to notice the correlation which exists between the true difficulty of the instances and the parallelism level which they allow. One should be cautious while trying to interpret it. Still, it seems to be that, in most cases, a low parallelism level tends to make the instance more difficult. Indeed a low parallelism level, which creates implicit disjunction constraints, discriminates insertions in a more significant way, and makes the quality of the final schedule more sensitive to "bad" insertion decisions. Conversely, a high parallelism level makes easier to partially offset non optimal insertion decisions.
Conclusion
What we just did here was trying to take advantage of the existing link between Flow Theory and Resource Constrained Scheduling. Clearly, one of the focus here was genericity: we got structural results which helped us in designing greedy and local search flow based algorithms. We tested those algorithms which proved themselves to be rather efficient. It would be interesting to try to go further, and study the way other scheduling problems (involving pre-emption. . . ) might be cast into the Flow formalism. Also, it would be interesting to find the way to take more advantage from the general Flow Theory algorithmic machinery while efficiently dealing with the combinatorial no circuit constraint. 
